overview

family of
products
providing affordable and flexible
product lines for any application.

1

a complete line of
enclosure solutions...

versa flex

e-series

bmx/bmu
sub-racks

versa flex

e-series

This handsome case is precision crafted for the
ultimate in flexibility, efficiency and style. Its strong
inner frame provides strength and 100% interior
space utilization. It is convertible from a desktop
case to a rackmount case without disassembling.

This enclosure series made with an aluminum
extrusion, is lightweight, rugged and economical.
It is produced with a solid tube and comes in 2 and
4 piece designs. The internal grooves are designed
for direct PCB insertion. Handheld, desktop and
panel mount versions are available.

bmx/bmu series
This sophisticated instrumentation case features
concealed fasteners for a clean appearance. The
side extrusions come with pre-punched holes
for mounting on interior surfaces.

sub-rack series
This enclosure series is designed to follow Eurocard/
VME/VXI/Multibus II specifications. All enclosures
accommodate backplanes or DIN 41612 connectors.

flex-i-pak

dii series

plastic enclosures

kbs series

flex-i-pak series

standard cases

The Flex-i-pak series features extruded side panels,
providing excellent weight handling. This enclosure
series includes desktop or rackmount variations
and can be customized with vertical or horizontal
internal racks.

The DII, DSC and RP series of cases make up our group
of standard enclosures. The DII and DSC cases utilize
extruded side panels, while the RP case uses extruded rail
frame construction. All standard cases offer desktop and
rackmount versions.

plastic enclosures (pet)

additional standard cases

The plastic enclosure series is based on customer
requirements and features a proprietary folding
process. All of the plastic enclosures are made from
a standard plastic material ranging from 3mm to
10mm in thickness. No mold charges.

The KBS, Buck-i-pack and Front Loading series of cases
make up our group of additional standard enclosures. All of
these enclosures utilize rugged aluminum construction. The
KBS series is a slant front case.

jr series

xpand-a® series

fc series

sm series

fc series

sheet metal series (sm)

The FC series is an excellent choice for
communications applications. This series comes
in either formed aluminum or an extrused side
panel case. Desktop and rackmount versions are
available.

This enclosure series is an economical solution for
rackmount applications. These cases feature vented
and non-vented versions and includes an internal
chassis as an optional feature.

jr series

xpand-a series

The contemporary design of the JR series uses sturdy
aluminum construction and concealed fasteners.
The removable top panel allows access to internal
electronics.

The Xpand-a® series provides customized packaging
at a standard package price. All cases utilize
standard extrusions to secure side panels of any size.
The extrusions conveniently allow direct insertion of
PCB and internal panels.

®

Our work with Buckeye Shapeform goes
back over 20 years. Over the years, we
have created a tight bond with them and
it has made us feel like part of the family.
Their responsiveness and ability to handle
challenges really keeps us coming back.
They consistently bend over backwards to
get the job done and continue to impress
us with quality work.”
Mary Anne Taylor
Program Test Sources

deep draw technology

knobs

novelty cans

deep draw technology

knobs

A key technology partner for the military’s Hellfire and
TOW missile systems, and a leader in the development
and refining of precision drawn metal parts with the
tightest of tolerances, multiple wall thicknesses, and
multiple diameters.

Delivering superior quality, durability and economy for
the test and measurement, broadcast, industrial cooking,
welding, music and other manufacturing, technology and
service industries.

novelty cans
For over 100 years, a leading supplier of seamless
tin containers for the cosmetic, candle, printing and
novelty gift industries, featuring a wide range of sizes.

choose the enclosure that will best
meet your needs.

For more information and specifications
on Buckeye Shapeform products, visit our
Web site at buckeyeshapeform.com

Once you have determined your
specifications, accessories and
customization techniques, call
(614) 445-8433 or
1-877-728-0776 (toll free)
and a customer service
representative will place your order.

complete the case
We’re not a fabrication shop…we just act like one when it comes to customizing our standard products. We’ll take any one
of our cases and customize it to whatever spec you have in mind. Simply put, “Completing the Case” is what we do best.
It’s the very heart of our business. Reference the accessories and customization brochures to see the endless possibilities to
customize your case.

products that perform from a
company that delivers.
What sets Buckeye Shapeform apart from its competitors is the level of
technical support, customization and value-added services that we provide
555 Marion Road ■ Columbus, Ohio 43207
phone: (614) 445-8433
toll-free: (877) 728-0776
fax: (614) 445-8224
email: info@buckeyeshapeform.com

buckeyeshapeform.com

in-house. Whether you’re up against an impossible deadline, or you’re
simply stretched for resources, you’ll find that Buckeye goes the extra mile
in ways that our competitors simply can’t…or won’t. We welcome the small
order, and we take pride in our production excellence and on-time delivery
statistics, which are the envy of companies everywhere.

